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Richards (2016) makes a proposal about the forces driving movement... 
 
(1) a. Who did you see?  [English] 
 b. Tu as vu qui?  [French] 
  you have seen who 
 
proposal: there are universal prosodic conditions on (for example) questions,  
 and differences between languages are just prosodic differences. 
 
One prosodic parameter:  location of prosodic activity.   
 
 
Two parts for today’s talk: 
 •  developing a new test for prosodic activity 
 •  showing what prosodic activity can do for us (Richards 2016 and subsequent work)  
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1.  A test for prosodic activity:  downstep 
 
To run this test, we need to start by drawing a distinction between downstep and declination.   
 (Poser 1984 and much other work) 
 
Mongolian pitch track (Urandari Byambadalai, p.c.): 
 
(2) 

 
 'The artistic knight gave a gentle cow to the spacey student' 
 
Here each word (except the verb) ends in a Low-High sequence on the last two syllables.   
Two kinds of effects on pitch: 
 
 •  declination:  if you compare, for example, the first pitch peak of each DP (boxed),  
  they're decreasing in height.   
 
 •  downstep:  within each DP, the second peak is smaller than the first— 
  to a greater degree than declination by itself would explain. 
 
Declination may be universal.  But downstep isn’t... 
  

u ran no yon na muun ü neeg no moi o yuu tant og san

uran noyon namuun ünee-g nomoi oyuutan-t og-san

artistic knight gentle cow-ACC spacey student-DAT give-PAST
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1.1  Introducing an experiment 
 
Upcoming punch line:  in a binary φ, a given language will either give a pitch boost to the word 
on the left, or to the word on the right.   
 
Thanks to declination, the result of this is lopsided:  "left-prominent" languages have a much 
higher first word than second (=downstep), and "right-prominent" languages have pitch peaks of 
more or less the same height.  Abstractly: 
 
(3) a. (expected) b. (left-prominent) c. (right-prominent) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The idea is that languages vary in where they realize 'prosodic prominence':  
 either on the left edge of φ, or the right. 
 
Experiment: recording speakers saying 10 sentences with branching, indefinite subjects and 
objects: 
 
(4) In this novel, a foolish student awakens an evil demon while camping in the woods. 
 
Reporting results today from English (4 speakers), Norwegian (3 speakers1), Icelandic (2 
speakers), French (1 speaker).   
 
1.2  English and Norwegian 
 
In English and Norwegian, if we look at the pitch peaks associated with the stressed syllables of 
the adjective and the noun, the first pitch peak (the one on the adjective) is generally higher than 
the second one (the one on the noun). 
 
  

                                                
1 two speakers from Oslo, one from Tromsø 
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(5) 

 
 
(6) 

 
 
  

an o pen door way

an open doorway
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en gam mel gå te

en gammel gåte

an old puzzle
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“Pitch peak associated with stressed syllable” sometimes requires some analysis.  All of the 
Norwegian examples, for example, have pitch peaks on their first syllables, which are stressed.  
Some of them also have a high boundary tone at the end of the NP:   
 
(7) 

 
 
I’m ignoring the boundary tone:  
 doesn't count as a “pitch peak associated with a stressed syllable”. 
 
Average pitch peak heights for adjectives and nouns, subjects and objects: 
 
(8)  
  subject object 
  word 1 word 2 word 1 word 2 
English speaker 1 368.1 326.6 373.5 328.8 

speaker 2 318.9 257.4 248.6 263.2 
speaker 3 251.1 186.7 218.1 177.4 
speaker 4 167.8 124.8 126.4 111 

Norwegian speaker 1 121 111.3 132.9 112.1 
speaker 2 164.9 144.4 162.8 146.4 
speaker 3 298.7 275.5 290.4 250.6 

 
  

en sul ten bon de

en sulten bonde

a hungry farmer
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Same data, as a chart: 
 
(9) 
 

 
 
 
In these languages, pitch peaks on adjectives are generally higher than pitch peaks on nouns.   
 
 Average ratio of first peak to second peak, for these speakers of these languages: 
 
(10) 
 subjects objects both 
English 1.26 1.11 1.19 
Norwegian 1.10 1.15 1.13 
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1.3  French and Icelandic 
 
These languages do not have downstep between the first and second words of the noun phrase.  
 In French, the second word (the adjective) is higher than the first:   
 In Icelandic, the pitch peaks tend to be around the same height.  
 
(11) 

 
  

un dra gon mé chant

un dragon méchant

a dragon vicious
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(12) 

 
 
The average ratios for these languages: 
 
(13) 
 subjects objects both 
French 0.86 0.93 0.90 
Icelandic 1.02 0.99 1.00 
 
And broken down by speakers: 
 
(14) 
  subject object 
  word 1 word 2 word 1 word 2 
French speaker 1 167.3 194.4 170.7 182.9 
Icelandic speaker 1 315.4 305.8 305.5 301.2 

speaker 2 135.5 133.5 129.8 135.3 
 
  

fer legt leyn dar mál

ferlegt leyndarmál

awful secret
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(15) 
 

 
 
1.4  Interpreting the results 
 
English/Norwegian: downstep between the first word and the second  
Icelandic/French:  no downstep (if anything, upstep). 
 
If I give R all the ratios in all the utterances, and tell it that the languages are in two groups (one 
consisting of English and Norwegian, and the other of French and Icelandic), and ask it to predict 
ratios using the model: 
  
 ratio ~ languagegroup + position + (1 | speaker) + (1 | language), 
 
                Coefficient  Standard Error  t value 
Intercept 1.06672 0.03044 35.04 
languagegroup 0.10245 0.03045 3.36 
position -0.02242 0.01063 -2.11 
 
and the difference between the two language groups is significant (languagegroup: p<0.01),  
 as is the difference between subjects and objects (position: p<0.05).   
 
I'll say that these languages have prosodic activity either on the Left or the Right side of φ.   
And I'll make the simplifying assumption that what holds for DP, for a given language, holds for 
φ more generally. 
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1.5  Beyond the experiment 
 
With this result in mind, we can look for cases of downstep in descriptions of other languages. 
 
Japanese downstep between adjectives and nouns is well-documented (Poser 1984, 
Pierrehumbert and Beckman 1988, Kubozono 1989, Selkirk and Tateishi 1991...): 
 
(16) 

 
 
 
Japanese, then, is like English and Norwegian:  “activity” is on the Left edge of φ.  

               u     má      i   no        mí     mo  no 
               tasty              drink 
   ‘tasty drink’ 
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Similarly, the Mongolian pitch track that we saw above is that of a Left-active language: 
 
(17) 

 
 'The artistic knight gave a gentle cow to the spacey student' 
 
Here's a pitch track for Irish (Elfner 2012, 56): 
 
(18) 

 
 
Again, this looks like a Left-active language. 
 
 

u ran no yon na muun ü neeg no moi o yuu tant og san

uran noyon namuun ünee-g nomoi oyuutan-t og-san

artistic knight gentle cow-ACC spacey student-DAT give-PAST
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diːl hə lʲæwr lə niː dæ huːlʲ blæ hə nə ʔɑː lʲə

díolfaidh leabharlannaí dathúil blathanna áille

sell.fut librarian handsome flowers beautiful.pl

A handsome librarian will sell beautiful flowers. 
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We saw that French and Icelandic are Right-active languages.  Georgian looks like another one: 
 
(19) (Vicenik and Jun 2014, 163) 
 

 

 

Left-active languages:  English, Norwegian, (Japanese, Mongolian, Irish) 
Right-active languages:  French, Icelandic, (Georgian) 
 
2.  Contiguity Theory 
 
(20) Probe-Goal Contiguity 
 If a Probe Agrees with a Goal, the Probe and the Goal must be dominated by a φ  
  within which the Goal is Contiguity-prominent. 
 
(21) Contiguity-prominent 
 α is Contiguity-prominent within a φ, F, if α is not separated  
  from the prosodically active edge of F by any other φ.2 
 
...and what does prosodically active mean?  Well, that’s what section 1 was about... 
 
 
  

                                                
2 This is a simplification, but it’s one that covers everything we’ll do today. 
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To illustrate the effects of (20-21), consider first the abstract prosodic trees in (22),  
for a Left-headed language with activity on the Right (22a), 
 and a Right-headed language with activity on the Left (22b): 
 
(22) a. φ1]      b.      [ φ1 
 
 ω  φ2]            [ φ2  ω 
 PROBE PROBE 
  φ3]  φ4]          [ φ3         [ φ4 
 
   ω  φ5]          [ φ5  ω 
 
    φ6]  φ7]    [ φ6         [ φ7 
 GOAL GOAL 
  
In both of the trees in (22), it’s possible to change the prosodic trees to obey Contiguity,  
 without having to alter linear order: 
 
(23) a.  φNEW]    b.      [ φNEW 
 
  φ1]  φ7]            [ φ3          [ φ1 
 
 ω  φ2]            [ φ2  ω 
 PROBE PROBE 
  φ3]  φ4]            [ φ4 
 
   ω  φ5]          [ φ5  ω 
 
    φ6]           [ φ6         [ φ7 
 GOAL GOAL 
  
In (23), both of the trees have acquired a new root φ, φNEW, which immediately dominates φ1 
along with another φ.  As a result, Probe-Goal Contiguity is respected in both trees within φ1; φ1 
dominates both the Probe and the Goal, and the Goal is adjacent to the prosodically active edge 
of φ1 (the Right edge, in (23a), and the Left edge, in (23b)). 
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By contrast, consider the same trees with the opposite placement of prosodic activity: 
 
(24) a.      [ φ1      b.       φ1] 
 
 ω           [ φ2             φ2]  ω 
 PROBE PROBE 
           [ φ3           [ φ4           φ3]          φ4] 
 
   ω           [ φ5           φ5]  ω 
 
             [ φ6           [ φ7     φ6]          φ7] 
 GOAL GOAL 
 
There’s no way to manipulate the prosody in (24) to give acceptable trees, while maintaining the 
same word order:  any new φ dominating both the Probe and the Goal will also have some other 
φ linearly intervening between the Goal and its active edge.   
 
In (24a), the offending φ is φ3, and in (24b) it’s φ7.  If these φ were the Goals in these trees, the 
structures would obey Contiguity; in (24a), for example, φ1 dominates both the Probe and φ3, and 
φ3 is not linearly separated from the prosodically active edge of φ1 by any φ.  Same for φ7 in 
(24b). 
 
Upshot:  If the Probe and prosodic activity are both on the same side of the Goal (both on the 
left, in (24a); both on the right, in (24b)), then the Probe and the Goal must be made adjacent. 
 
(i) PROBE  [XP  [GOAL  (24a) 
 
(ii) GOAL]  XP]  PROBE  (24b) 
 
If the Probe and prosodic activity are on opposite sides of the Goal (as in (22)), then movement 
need not take place. 
 
(iii) PROBE  XP]  GOAL]  (22a) 
 
(iv) [GOAL  [XP  PROBE  (22b) 
 
note that in (iii), movement wouldn’t do any harm, and might do some good... 
 
(iii’) PROBE  XP]  GOAL]   
 
So we should expect optionality in (iii) (head-initial Probe, activity on the Right). 
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2.1  Wh-questions 
 
If the Probe is C, and the Goal is a wh-phrase... 
 
 •  two kinds of languages with final C: 
 
(25) a.  Dare-ga pan-o katta (C)? [Japanese] 
  who-NOM bread-ACC bought 
  ‘Who bought bread?’  
  
 b. Pan-o dare-ga katta  (C)? 
  bread-ACC who-NOM bought 
 
(26)  a.      * vin p’ur-i iq’ida  (C)?  [Georgian: Erschler 2015] 
  who.ERG bread-NOM bought 
  ‘Who bought bread?’ 
 
 b. p’ur-i vin iq’ida  (C)?  
  bread-NOM who.ERG bought 
 
Japanese is behaving like a Left-active language: (23b), (iv).  See (16) for evidence. 
Georgian is behaving like a Right-active language:  (24b), (ii).  See (19) for evidence. 
 
 •  two kinds of languages with initial C: 
 
(27) Who (C)-did you see?    [English] 
 
(28) (C) Tu   as      vu   qui?    [French] 
  you have seen who 
  ‘Who did you see?’ 
 
English is behaving like a Left-active language:  (24a), (i).  See section 1.2 for evidence. 
French is behaving like a Right-active language3:  (23a), (iii)/(iii’).  See section 1.3 for evidence. 
 
[More generally, I suspect that a lot of the languages under discussion at this workshop will turn 
out to be Right-active.  Since not all of them have optional wh-in-situ in every clause, there's 
more work to do…some of which I hope to learn how to do at this workshop!] 
 
  

                                                
3 We also predict that Icelandic, like French, will have optional wh-in-situ.  It doesn’t.  Ask me why not! 
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2.2  Pied-piping 
 
If the Probe is Q, and the Goal is a wh... 
 
assume, following Cable (2007, 2010a, 2010b): 
 
(30) a. [To whom] are you speaking? 
 
 b. QP 
  
 Q  PP   
    
  P  DP    
  to  whom 
 
Assuming that English, Norwegian, Icelandic, and French are all Q-initial... 
 
(31) *[Q Paintings of what] did you see at the museum?    [English] 
 
(32) *[Q Fotografier av hvem] kjøpte hun?       [Norwegian] 
 photographs of who bought she 
 ‘Who did she buy photographs of?’ (Øystein Vangsnes, p.c.) 
 
(33)   [Q Málverk eftir hvern] sást þú?       [Icelandic] 
 painting by who saw you 
 ‘[A painting by who] did you see?’ (Hrafnhildur Bragadóttir, Stefan Olafsson,  
         Helgi Gunnarsson, p.c.) 
 
(34) ?[Q Des peintures de quoi de Monet] as-tu vu au musée? [French] 
 of.the paintings of what by Monet have-you seen at.the museum 
 ‘[Paintings of what by Monet] did you see at the museum?’ (Sophie Moracchini,  
            Paul Marty, p.c.) 
 
English and Norwegian are behaving like Left-active languages:  (24a), (i).   
 See section 1.2 for evidence. 
French and Icelandic are behaving like Right-active languages:  (23a), (iii).   
 See section 1.3 for evidence. 
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2.3  “Verb movement to T” 
 
If the Probes are T and v, and the Goals are the subject and the object, respectively... 
 
(35) a. TP    b. TP 
 
 DP  T'   DP  T' 
 John     Jean 
  T  vP    T  vP 
 
     v'     v' 
 
    v  VP   v  VP 
       
         sees Mary           voit Marie 
 
 
English v, French T are Agreeing with their Goals across an active boundary:   
 à adjacency required. 
 
(36)  a. John (often) sees (*often) Mary 
 b. Jean (*souvent) voit (souvent) Marie  
 
If English T moves to C, it must then be adjacent with the following subject: 
 
(37) a. Probably Mary is happy. 
 b.      * Is probably Mary happy? 
 
And if the French subject is absent, the verb can be preceded by adverbs that normally couldn’t 
precede it: 
 
(38) a. Jean parle pas l'italien 
  Jean speaks not Italian 
  'Jean doesn't speak Italian' 
 
 b.      * Jean  pas parle l'italien 
  Jean  not speaks Italian 
 
 c.   Pas parler l'italien… 
    not to.speak Italian 
  'To not speak Italian…' 
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Moreover, in non-V2 clauses, Norwegian=English, and Icelandic=French (Wiklund et al 2007): 
 
(39) Jeg vet    [ hvorfor Hedda ( ofte) kjøper (* ofte) sko]  [Norwegian] 
 I know why Hedda often buys often shoes 
  
(40) Ég veit   [ af hverju Hedda (* oft) kaupir ( oft) skó]  [Icelandic] 
 I know why Hedda often buys often shoes 
 ‘I know why Hedda often buys shoes’ 
 
English and Norwegian are behaving like Left-active languages:  (24a)/(23b), (i)/(iv).   
 See section 1.2 for evidence. 
French and Icelandic are behaving like Right-active languages:  (23a)/(24b), (iii)/(ii).   
 See section 1.3 for evidence. 
 
2.4  Raising past experiencers 
 
If there are two T Probes, both probing a subject which has raised past them both... 
 
Cross-linguistic variation:  some languages can, and others can’t, do Raising past experiencers: 
 
(41) a. John seems (to Mary) __ to be talented. 
 
 b. Sofie ferekom ( ham)   __ at være helt enig. [Norwegian] 
  Sofie appears him to be.INF completely agreed 
  'Sofie appears (to him) to completely agree' 
 
 c. Jean semble (* á Marie) __ avoir du talent. [French] 
  Jean seems to Marie to.have of.the talent 
  'Jean seems (to Marie) to have talent' 
 
 d. Ólafur hefur virst   (* mér) __ vera gáfaður.  [Icelandic] 
  Olaf.NOM has seemed me.DAT be.INF smart 
  'Olaf seemed (to me) to be smart' 
 
Branan (2017):  Contiguity Theory can account for the facts in (41), if the raised subject must be 
Contiguous with both T’s: 
 
(42) a. [John T seems [(to Mary) T to be...  [English, Norwegian: (iv)] 
 
 b. John] T seems (to Mary)] T to be...  [French, Icelandic: (ii)] 
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As we also expect:  if the experiencer is removed or deprived of its prosodic status, (42b) 
becomes acceptable: 
 
(43)   Jean lui semble __ avoir du talent.  [French] 
  Jean to.him seems to.have of.the talent 
  'Jean seems to him to have talent' 
 
(44) a. Á Marie, Jean semble __ avoir du talent.  [French] 
  to Marie Jean seems to.have of.the talent 
  'To Marie, Jean seems to have talent' 
 
 b. Hvem hestarnir virðast  __ vera seinir?  [Icelandic] 
  who.DAT the.horses seem to.be slow 
  'To whom did the horses seem to be slow?' 
 
English and Norwegian are behaving like Left-active languages:  (23b), (iv).   
 See section 1.2 for evidence. 
French and Icelandic are behaving like Right-active languages:  (24b), (ii).   
 See section 1.3 for evidence. 
 
3.  Conclusions 
 
•  It is a mistake to grant ourselves the power to independently specify, for a given type of 
movement, whether it is overt or covert in a given language. 
 
•  At least for this kind of phenomenon, there may be no syntactic parameters.  
 
•  what there are, instead, are: 
 •  a universal set of conditions on the prosodic consequences of Probe-Goal relations 
 •  a cross-linguistically invariant syntax 
 •  cross-linguistic variation confined to facts about phonology  
  (today, “direction of prosodic activity”) 
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